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'HE distinction between the terms, in one form or another,

constitutes part of the common stock of the modern interpre

tation of the New Testament. For six centuries it has been an

exegetical tradition . Those who have disputed its validity have been

in number extremely insignificant and in weight hardly worth regard .

So firmly seated in the minds of commentators and lexicologists is

the distinction that it looks like a waste of time, if not like a wanton

search after an excuse for falling out with stable opinion, to attack it .

Yet I believe the distinction to be unreal, and while I do not presume

to think that I can unseat it, I hope to throw a strong doubt upon its

right to its place .

The distinction is variously expressed . Thus Beza : 6ecórns = divini

tas , which = attribute ; Geórns = deitas, which = ipsa natura . Bengel :,

delÓTys = divinae virtutes ; Deórys = ipsa divina natura . Fritzsche :

Geórns = Gottheit, which = status ejus, qui sit Deus ; Belotys = Gött

lichkeit, which=conditio ejus qui sit Ocios, i.e. divina majestas. Meyer

Weiss: θειότης the totality of the divine qualities ; θεότης the divine

being. Sanday : becórns = the divine nature and properties ; Deórns

= the Divine Personality. Grimm - Thayer : Oeórys differs from belo

ons as essence differs from quality or attribute . Cremer : θεότης

das, was Gott ist ; decórns = das, was Gottes ist . Trench : Delórns

“ is not the personal God whom any man may learn to know from

nature ; as Person He can be known only by the revelation of Himself

in His Son : it is only His divine attributes, His majesty, and glory

that can be known from nature.”

These statements are differently turned. The substance is common,

being that distinction between God's essence and His attributes, which

is part and parcel of the long-established distinction between natural

and revealed religion , - i.e. between that knowledge of God which

comes into consciousness through general contact with the universe

=

I
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An Inductive Study of Selah.

PROF. CHARLES A. BRIGGS.

NEW YORK .

bo is used seventy -one times in thirty -nine psalms of the Hebrew

Psalter and three times in Hab. 3 , which originally belonged to one

of the Minor Psalters, as is evident from the terms in the titles

prefixedתֹוניִגְׁשלַעַחֵצַנְמַליָתֹוניִגְנִּב. and appended

5 is used four times in the Hebrew at the close of psalms,

namely, in ¥ 3 , 24 , 46 , and 9. The first three of these uses are not

given in Sept. , and the fourth would doubtless not have been given if

this version had not combined 9 and 10 into one psalm. The Sept.

therefore omits 50 at the close of psalms for the reason, as we shall

see later, that it was always, as a matter of usage, implied .

The Sept. uses diávadua, its constant rendering ofbo, with some

variations from the Hebrew Psalter. The term is omitted in 8811

where it indeed seems inappropriate ; but some MSS. ( see Holmes

and Parsons) give it with some propriety in 8813. The Sept. ( most

MSS. ) is doubtless correct in using it 578 instead of 574 of the Hebrew.

The Sept. moreover uses diávalna in 22 34 " 5015 684.14 808 9.415. Of

these , 684.14 5015 are additional uses in psalms which use 750 else

where ; 808 is a usage justified by appropriateness, and also by the

factהלס. that it is in a psalm belonging to a group which uses

15

Psalm 80 is a 7109109, has a melody prescribed in the title , and bears

the term nie's, the significance of which we shall see further on .

These uses are probably ancient. But the other uses, 22 34" 94 ",

are in psalms of a different kind from those which use b0 in the

Hebrew Psalter. These uses were doubtless modern insertions in

the Sept. version , and were never in the Hebrew original . Many

MSS. of Holmes and Parsons present other uses of diávalua. How

ever important these may be for a comprehensive study of the uses

of the word, it is sufficient to say here that they simply, for the most

part, indicate later insertions in Greek MSS. for the very same reasons

that induced their insertion in additional passages in the earlier MSS.

as compared with the Hebrew Psalter. The Psalter of Solomon, com
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verse .

posed after the final completion of the Hebrew Psalter, uses diávalua

in 1731 1810. The latter is at the end of a section which in many

MSS. closes the psalm , a new psalm , 19 , beginning with the next

The former is in just such a place as we find it in ancient

Hebrew usage. There is no sound reason for doubting the originality

of these uses .

1. In the Hebrew Psalter it is noteworthy that only thirty-nine of

the one hundred and fifty psalms use 50. It is improbable there

fore that the insertion of the word came from the final editor of the

Psalter unless there is something in its meaning which made it appro

priate to some psalms and not to others. Provisionally we may say

that it could not be used with propriety in some of the psalms except

at the close . But, for the greater part of the one hundred and eleven

psalms which do not use Selah , there is no intrinsic reason why it

should not have been used ; as indeed we see by its insertion in

many of them in the Versions. Then we notice its absence in the

Hebrew text from whole groups of psalms, such as the Hallels, the

pilgrim psalms, the royal group 93–100, those psalms which intrin

sically were most suited for public worship. Indeed, the Chroni

cler, 1 Ch . 168-35, when he would give specimens of temple psalms,

uses 1051-15, adds to it 961-13, and closes with a benediction or dox

ology. It seems to be evident, so far as the Hebrew Psalter is con

cerned, that bo was already in certain psalms before the Hebrew

Psalter was finally arranged in its present form , and that the editor

made no additions to its use.

2. There is a group of psalms in the midst of the Psalter known

as Elohistic Psalms from their use of the divine name

of 717", which is characteristic of all the rest of the Psalter. In

>

insteadםיהלא

>

wasהוהי. evidently substituted for an originalםיהלאmany cases

For reasons which I cannot here pause to give, I think that these

psalms were selected from earlier minor Psalters, and that they were

edited for a major Psalter which , for a long time , existed apart by

itself. This Elohistic Psalter includes twenty-three of the thirty -nine

psalms with abo, namely : 44 , 46 , 47 , 48 , 49 , 50, 52 , 54, 55, 57, 59 ,

60, 61 , 62 , 66 , 67 , 68 , 75 , 76 , 77 , 81 , 82 , 83. The use of150 did

not originate with this editor, for we find it in psalms which he did

not take up into his collection , and it is absent from not a few of the

psalms which he has , namely : 42 , 43 , 45 , 51 , 53 , 56, 58 , 63 , 64, 65 ,

69–74 , 78, 79 ( 80 ?) . In some of these the Greek MSS. use it, and

there is no intrinsic reason why it should not have been used in other

>

cases.
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3. There is another group of psalms which has in its titles the term

nyina's. The opinion which I have held for some years is that this

term indicates that the psalms which bear it were taken by the final

editor from an earlier major Psalter which was called the Director's

Psalter, this Psalter being composed of selections from the three

earlier minor Psalters which bore the names of David , Asaph, and

Korah, to which only two orphan psalms were added , 66 , 67. The

Director's Psalter includes twenty -eight of the thirty -nine psalms with

abo. The psalm Hab. 3 was also originally in this Psalter with abo.

For similar reasons to those given above under 1 , 2, the editor of the

Director's Psalter did not insert the 20. He found it already in

the psalms which he gathered into his Psalter . Of the twenty Davidic

psalms which use 750 the Director's Psalter has fifteen , 4 , 9 , 20, 21 ,

39 , 52 , 54 , 55 , 57 , 59, 60 , 61 , 62 , 68, 140 ; of the seven psalms of

Asaph which use bo, the Director's Psalter has four, 75 , 76 , 77 ,

81 (80 ?) ; of the nine Korabite psalmswhich use bo, the Director's

Psalter has seven , 44 , 46 , 47 , 49 , 84 , 85 , 88. Besides, the Director's

Psalter includes the orphan psalms, 66 , 67 , and the psalm of Hab. 3 .

There are in all fifty - five psalms from the Director's Psalter and

If only twenty- eight of these + Hab. 3 , a little more than

half, use ad, it is improbable that the term came from this editor.

It is noteworthy, however, that the editor of the Director's Psalter

attaches musical terms chiefly to the psalms using 1750. For reasons

which cannot be given here, it is evident that these musical terms

came into the Director's Psalter from the editor of that Psalter, and

that they were not used before .

( a ) Thus the musical accompaniment 113' ) with , in 4 , 54 , 55 ,

67, 76 , Hab. 319 ; with boy in 61 , Hab. 3 (niin, error for 902 ;

see Briggs , General Introduction, p . 314 ) . The only other psalm

with this accompaniment is 6 , which in some MSS. ( see Holmes &

Parsons) has 70, 64 . in Sy is used in 81 , 84. The only

other psalm with this accompaniment is 8 , which is a short psalm with

initial and closing refrain where the use of abd would be difficult if

Hab . 3 .

а

isןותודילע.notimpracticable except at the close of the psalm

used with 39 (5 for 5* ) , 62 , 77 , all psalms with Selah. ' Diaby bs

46, to which for reasons that must be reserved , I add 9 (min by

725 9 ' ) and 49 (ona by 4845 really belonging to the title of 49 ) , is
used only in psalms with Selah . huwt boy is used with 6 , 12 ;

being,הלסThese do not use.(לעforלא);withתוליחנהלא ,

short psalms where there seems to be no intrinsic propriety in its

use ,
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תחשתלא,,,

( 6) The musical pieces are also mentioned in the titles of psalms

with Selah ; Down 58, 57 , 59 , 75. The only other psalm with this

reference is 58' . 1®10-5 , 60';o'g'w -bş, 80' ( Selah in Sept. ) ,

but the similar www sy is in 45' 69 ' , which do not use Selah .

isתלחמלע.isin 22 ,which does not use Selahרחשהתליאלע

> >

in 88 ' , a psalm with Selah; but in 53 ' , a psalm without Selah. Sy

OPn S 037" is in 567 without Selah .

Thus musical pieces are referred to in the titles of five psalms with

Selah according to the Hebrew text, and also probably in 80 after the

Sept. , thus six psalms out of twelve in all . It is evident then that

the editor of the Director's Psalter gave musical directions in the

titles of the following psalms with Selah, 4 , 9 , 39 , 46 , 49 , 54 , 55 , 57 ,

59 , 60, 61 , 62 , 67 , 75 , 76 , 77 , 81 , 84, 88 , Hab. 3 , probably also

Ps . 80 ; that is , twenty psalms . Why did he not give musical direc

tions in ten other psalms with Selah ? Why did he give musical

directions to ten psalms which do not use Selah ; namely, 5 , 6 , 8, 12 ,

22 , 45 , 53 , 56 , 58, 69 ? We might say that 5 , 6 , 8 , 12 , 53 were too

short ; but 22 , 45 , 56 , 58 , 69 were long enough . There must have

been some other reasons, formal or material, which cannot be given

at present.

4. The psalms with tho, all of them as we have seen , save 66

and 67 , bear the names of David, Korah , Asaph , and Ethan in their

titles, and 67 does this in the Sept. It is altogether likely therefore

that the term was attached to these psalms when they were in the

earlier minor Psalters, before the Director's major Psalter was com

piled . In no case is there the slightest evidence that a

attached to any psalm in the Hebrew text in any subsequent editing.

The evidence is, as we have seen, all the other way. We must now

examine the three early minor Psalters of David , Asaph , and Korah

to find the reason of their use of Selah .

Psalm 89 , which is ascribed to Ethan, is a buswa. So is 88. But

88 received an addition to the title when it was taken up into the

Korahite Psalter, namely, 71912. It is possible that 89 remained

apart from the three minor Psalters , just as 66 and 67 did according

to the Hebrew text, and that bo was inserted in them before they

were taken up into the Director's Psalter. But it is also possible, and

on the whole probable, that 89 , like 88 , which preceded it, was taken

up into the Korahite Psalter. Psalm 89 would then have been the

final psalm of that Psalter, as 72 was the final psalm of the Davidic

Psalter ; both being used as final psalms of the ultimate divisions of

the Psalter, and not giving in their titles the usual indication of their

הלס was
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literary origin ; both being sufficiently designated in their titles by

ascription to Ethan and Solomon.

5. The Psalter of the Korabites embraced three
groups 42-49,

84-85 , 87–88, twelve in all . Of these, 42 , 43 were originally one

psalm , as is evident from the common refrain . And it is probable

that 89 closed this collection . Of these, 44 , 46 , 47 , 48 , 49 , 84 , 85 ,

87 , 88, 89 are psalms with Selah . The only ones not furnished with

Selah are 42 , 43 , 45 . But 42 and 43 are separated in the Heb. text

as well as in the Greek Version. The only place where Selah would

be appropriate would be just where the one psalm was broken up.

In usage the Selah would be implied at the close of 42 . If we had

the psalm in its original form , combining 42 , 43 , in the Korahite Psal

ter, we should doubtless find a Selah at the close of 42 . It may be

asked , If Selah remained in the Hebrew text after 3 , 9 , 24, 46 , why

not after 42 ? We can only say that these four uses in the Hebrew

text at the close of psalms must be regarded on any theory as survi

vals of many uses at the close of psalms which have perished . The

tendency to omit it as unnecessary and implied in the very nature

of the case, must have been very strong. As we have seen, the Sept.

never uses it at the close of psalms. Ps . 45 is of such a character

that it would be difficult to find an appropriate place for the use of

Selah . It seems therefore altogether reasonable to suppose that the

Korahite Psalter used Selah throughout, that is wherever it could be

used with propriety . The editor of that Psalter used it with full

knowledge of its meaning and its appropriateness.

6. The Psalter of Asaph was composed of Ps . 50 and the group

73–83 . Doubtless 50 was separated from its group by a later editor

for liturgical reasons. Of these twelve psalms seven have Selah ,

50, 75 , 76, 77 , 81 , 82 , 83. To these we may add 80 after the Sept.

The four psalıns of this group not using Selah are 73 , 74 , 78, 79 .

These are long poems, least suitable for worship either in synagogue

or temple. There are sufficient reasons in the nature of these psalms

to explain the absence of Selah. It seems that the editor of this

collection used Selah with full knowledge of its meaning .

7. The Psalter of David according to the titles in the Hebrew

text had seventy - four psalms, 3–32 , 34-41 , 51–65 , 68–70, 86 , 101 ,

103 , 108–110 , 122 , 124 , 131 , 133 , 138–145 . We should probably

deduct from these 122 , 124 , 131 , 133 of the Pilgrim Psalms , and the

composite 108 . The latter bears its title from the psalms of which

it was composed ; the former group probably from later conjectures .

There seems to be no sufficient reason to doubt as to the remaining
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sixty-nine . Doubtless there were psalms in the original Davidic

Psalter, which, as they were not taken up into the major Elohistic

Psalter and Director's Psalter, so never found a place in the ultimate

Psalter . The Sept. also ascribes 33 and 67 to David . It is possible

that the name of David has been omitted from these psalms in the

Hebrew Psalter by copyists ' errors ; but this is not probable. The

ascription of other psalms to David by the Sept. , 43 , 71 , 91 , 93-99 ,

104 , 137 , must be regarded as late and conjectural and as without

historic value . Of this great number of Davidic Psalms only twenty

use Selah , 3 , 4 , 7 , 9 , 20, 21 , 24 , 32 , 39 , 52 , 54, 55 , 57 , 59 , 60, 61 ,

62, 68, 140, 143 . The Septuagint adds 34 . Thus less than one

third of the Davidic Psalms use Selah . It seems evident therefore

that the editor of this collection did not insert Selah in his texts.

He either found it in certain psalms, and did not attempt to increase

its uses ; or else the uses of Selah in the Davidic Psalter indicate a

later effort to use it , which , however, was not thoroughly and consist

ently carried out.

8. It is also noteworthy that all the uses of Selah are in psalms

which have in their titles terms indicating the several kinds of psalms.

,32in60,59,57;ליכשמ.inPs3;םתכמ.isused in Habהלפת

>

>

was88ליכשמ

44 , 52 , 54 , 55 , 88, 89 ; 7W in 46, 48, 66 , 67 , 68, 75 , 76 , 83 , 87 , 88 ;

1912 in 3 , 4 , 7 (after the Sept. for which the Heb. has 12w ), 9 ,

20, 21 , 24 , 39, 62 , 68 , 140, 143 of David ;.47, 48 , 49, 84, 85 , 87 , 88

of Korah ; 50, 75 , 76, 77 , 82 , 83 of Asaph ; 66 , 67 orphan. Of

these latter 48 , 66, 67 , 68, 75 , 76 , 83 , 87 were originally O'yw , and

The significance of this demands a more detailed

examination .

9. There are in the Psalter the following psalms,with NO : 16,

and the group 56-60, all Davidic, from which 16 was detached by a

later editor. To this group we may add the poem of Hezekiah, Is .

389-20 (ana = ana). Only three of this group use Selah, 57 , 59,

60. The word has no special connection with this group of ancient

poems.

10. The following psalms have beowa in titles , 32 , 52–55 , 142 ,

Davidic ; 42-45 , 88 (Heman ), Korahite ; 74 , 78 , Asaph ; 89 , Ethan ;

fourteen in all (counting 43 separate ). Of these seven have Selah :

32 , 44, 52 , 54 , 55 , 88, 89. As for the other seven we have found

reasons why Selah should not be used with them . It seems there

toליכשמ. theהלסfore that there is some special relation of

Ps . 478 uses bow with i, for the praise of God , the king, with

song and musical instruments. Soםיליכשמה also with the Levites
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Subwa, 2 Ch. 30 % , at the celebration of the feast of unleavened

bread , praising Yahweh with song and musical instruments (aw of

the Heb. text is doubtless an error for byova ) . In the time of the

Chronicler and of the editing of the Korabite Psalter the meaning of

1990ns was well known, and Selah was inserted in the Psalter wher

ever it was appropriate for public rendering .

11. There are a number of psalms which have in their titles 70 ,

viz . , 30 , 45 , 46 , 48 , 65 , 66 , 67 , 68 , 75 , 76 , 83 , 87 , 88 , 92 , 108 , 120

134 , thirty in all . Of these, fifteen are pilgrim psalms , 120-134. Of

the fifteen remaining thirteen have the later 1919 , either prefixed or

appended . Ps . 45 had bwa added . Ps. 46 is the only one which

remains simply aw. It should be noticed , however, that w W

is mentioned in 33 404 96 98 149 as well as in the great prophet

of the exile, Is . 4210. This seems to indicate a fresh outburst of song

in connection with the Restoration . Of the fifteen 0'7'w ten have

Abo, 46 , 48 , 66 , 67 , 68 , 75 , 76 , 83 , 87 , 88. The others, 30, 45 , 65 ,

92 , 108 , have not Selah . There can be little doubt that 7'w in 30,

92 , 108 is not original . The absence of Selah from 45 has already

been explained . Its absence from 65 is not easy to explain . At all

events Selah seems to be specially appropriate to the 7'09 as to the

ליכשמ.

12. There are fifty - eight 21 ( including Ps . 10) in the Psalter ;

thirty -seven Davidic (including Ps . 10 ) , seven Korabite, nine of Asaph,

and five orphan psalms . This term is later and more comprehensive

than those already considered . It may comprehend any or all of

them ; and thus naturally becomes eventually the name for the entire

collection of Psalms. Twenty -seven of these have Selah , a little less

than half, 3 , 4 , 7 , 9 , 20, 21 , 24 , 39 , 62 , 68 , 140, 143 of David ; 47 ,

48 , 49 , 84 , 85 , 87 , 88 of the Korabites ; 50, 75 , 76 , 77 , 82 , 83 of

Asaph ; 66 , 67 orphan psalms. There is evidently no special rela

tionםירמזמwithהלס. of these

13. The results of this inductive study of abo in connection with

the titles of the Psalms make it clear that there is a close connec

tion between 750 and the psalters of Asaph and the Korahites ; but

not with the Psalter of David which precedes them , or the psalters

of the Elohist and the Director, which follow them . There is also a

but not with,רישand theליכשמwith theהלסclose connection of

theםתכמandרומזמ. There is also a very close connection be

tween the use of Jbo and the use of musical terms in the Director's

Psalter. This makes it probable that was a term used with ref

erence to the musical rendering of the Psalms subsequent to the col
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a

.

6

lection of the Davidic Psalter and previous to the editing of the

Director's Psalter ; in the times of the Chronicler in the late Persian

period or beginning of the Greek period .

14. We shall now consider the use of abd in the Psalms them

selves . It is used four times at the close of psalms in the Hebrew

text, never in the Sept. text. I estimate that there are forty -seven

others used at the end of strophes of psalms. This leaves twenty

uses which need special attention .

( a ) 577 606 have 150 just before sections which are used in the

composite Psalm 1082-6. 7-14; in 672 abe comes after citation of the

priestly benediction from Nu. 62-2 ; in Hab. 3 it precedes a citation

in Ps . 7727-21 ; in Hab. 38 it follows a citation from Deut. 33” ; in Ps .

688 it is in the midst of a citation from Judges 5* ; in 683 it comes

before a citation from Deut. 33* ; in 44" it precedes a citation from

6012 ; in 898 it comes after a citation from 2 Sam. 716 ; in 558 after a

citation from Je . 9 ?. These eight cases of citation in the Psalter be

sides the two of Hab. explain ten of these twenty uses as coming

where there are natural breaks in the poems.

(b ) There are eight uses 204 219 5520 754 853 873. 6 8949 in which

sections complete in themselves though not strophical might be used

with propriety apart from the rest of the Psalms, or where a litur

gical change would not be inappropriate .

( c ) The remaining uses are cases of misplacement ; 57% of the

Sept. is to be preferred to 574 of the Hebrew Psalter ; and 4913 is to

be substituted for 4914 at the end of the strophe, just as Selah in 4916

is at the close of the next strophe .

It is evident therefore that while we cannot regard 750 as always

marking the close of a strophe, yet it does always mark a section

which for one reason or another may be detached and where an ap

propriate separation may be made in the psalm . The study of the

uses of abd shows that it indicates a section which for some reason

may be used by itself. Thus our inductive study of the titles favors

the opinion that it indicates some kind of a change in the musical

rendering

15. We shall now study the Hellenistic tradition . This is ex

pressed in the diapalua of the Sept. and the Psalter of Solomon .

We have seen that while insertions were not made by any of the edit

ors subsequent to the editors of the Psalters of Asaph and the Kora

hites in the Hebrew text, except possibly in the Davidic Psalter while

it remained apart by itself, the editors of the Greek versions did not

hesitate to insert it in new places . This was possibly due to a differ

a
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ent usage of the Psalms among the Hellenistic Jews from that which

prevailed among the Hebrews in Palestine and the East .

It is evident that the Hellenistic Jews in the first century B.C. must

haveהלס. known the meaning and proper uses of

dia Palma is not a genuine Greek word although used by the Sept. ,

Symmachus, and Theodotion . There is no usage in the Greek lan

guage to explain it . It is a word of Hellenistic Greek made on pur

pose to explain 10. Suidas defines it as pélovs évallayń. Theodoret

( Praef. in Psalmos ) says , diávalua dokei moi onuaívelv tņv toll pérovs

Metabolv. It is also noteworthy that Hab. 33 in the Hexapla has

μεταβολή διαψάλματος for the usual διάψαλμα ( Klostermann, Analecta

zur Septuaginta , p . 53.). According to these opinions, which might

be fortified by other statements of Cyril , Origen, and Hippolytus,

diávalua indicates some sort of a change in the musical rendering.

Field in his comments on Ps . 3812 ( Heb. 39 ) makes the following

important remark :

Sic Syrus noster Psal . xliii . 9 ; xv . 7 ; xlix . 6 ; lxxiv . 4 ; lxxv. 4. Syr. X79

respondet Graeco xopós in Hex. ad Psalm . xxix . 12 . Hic fortasse est ấoua

( Origen , Opp. Τ. II , p . 522 : εν οίς τα διαψάλματα φέρεται , εν τούτοις ο ' Ακ. αντί

του διαψάλματος πεποίηκεν, άσμα ), vel etiam υπακοή, responsio, Gallice refrain,

ab XJV ÚT AKOúelv. Sed haec nimis incerta sunt.

а

If there is a hint in this Syriac term of some kind of response or

refrain coming in where abo is used , it would advance still further

the evidence toward the result we are reaching.
The Hellenistic

tradition may best be explained as indicating a change in the musical

rendering, and that is most easily understood not of a change in the

rendering of the part of the psalm following the 150 from the render

ing of that part of the psalm which precedes it , but by the rendering

of something additional to the psalm from the outside, of the nature

of a response or refrain , or benediction or doxology. Jerome (Ep. 28

ad Marcellam ) says :

Scire autem debemus, apud Hebraeos in fine librorum , unum e tribus solere

subnecti, ut aut Amen scribant, aut Sela aut Salom , quod exprimit pacem . Unde

et Solomon pacificus dicitur . Igitur ut solemus nos completis opusculis ad

distinctionem rei alterius sequentis medium interponere, Explicit, aut Feliciter,

aut aliquod istiusmodi: ita et Hebraei, ut quae scripta sunt roborentur, facere

solent , ut dicant Amen , aut in sempiternum , ut scribenda commemorent, et

ponant Sela ; aut transacta feliciter protestantur, pacem in ultimo subnotantes.

Jerome confirms the result to which we have thus far attained , that

Selah is parallel with Amen and Peace, and indicates a corresponding

rhythmical utterance at the close of the section where abo occurs.
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This is entirely in accord with our induction of the usage of old in

the Psalter itself.

16. We shall now turn our attention to the Palestinian tradition .

The fact that is used twice after the third and the eighteenth

Benedictions of the 17729 173190 , the earliest section of the Jewish

Liturgy ( see Briggs , Messiah of the Apostles, p. 18 ) , and also twice

in the prayer preceding the yaw in the morning prayer, indicates

that in the first and second centuries of our era the Hebrews knew

the meaning and uses of abo. If that is so, the authors of the

Jewish Greek versions knew its use and meaning when they trans

lated it into Greek . Aquila uses åel ; Theodotion in 9 " also . Sexta

has διαπαντός exc 204 είς τέλος . Quinta has εις τους αιώνας.

Jerome follows them and the Hebrew tradition of his time, in ren

dering it by semper. The Targum varies its rendering, in terms but

but hasאמלעל,ןימלעל,39 the same tradition . Usually it gives

48ןימלעימלעדע;4914אמלעל 44ןימלעימלעל;° אמלעייחל;°
יתאד. These phrases resemble the words which close the Benedic

tions or Doxologies of the Hebrew Psalter.

,ro6484114/םלועהדעוםלועהמ

םלועלודובכםשךורב/ף219,

םלועלהוהיךורב+8958.

These Benedictions of the Psalter were used not merely at the

close of the Books of the Psalter where they are now placed , but

also at the close of any of the psalms in the Book (Graetz, Ps. p . 92 ) ;

and if so, in all probability also at the close of any section of the

psalms where in liturgical use a section was marked off by itself. It

is quite possible that Selah may indicate the place of use of the

ancient form of response closing with 1701 05795 Ch . 1634. 41

2 Ch . 513 73.6 2021 Ezra 3" Je . 33" Ps. 100% 106 107 1181. 2. 3.4. 29

1361+ 25 times . It is a characteristic of the Chronicler to refer to the

use of this formula ; and as we have seen, the use of abo originated;

about his time. The Selah then would indicate the place where the

blessing of God for ever, or the Benediction, should come in , in con

nection with the recitation of the psalms. The Palestinian tradition

uses the last word of the Benediction to indicate the whole just as is

usual in ancient documents to name them by the first or last word or

sentence . Jacob of Edessa is cited by Bar Hebraeus, 10' .

66

אכיאלכןידונהםישר*ןבזלכביי*אמלספאידייףלחאירבעאחחצןמםדמבו

דיהןוהלתאצדוהאמעאתחבשתבאהלאלןיכרבמדןונהאורמזמןוהילמןיקפפד

אהלאיהותיאאוהנןבזלכברמאנשנאךיאןוהרתבאנענדןדו4ןבזלנבי
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לכבוםשהידיהרתבאתרעמןתולדאמכאןילהאתחבשתדיבאכרבמואחבשמ

*ןמא"רמאאמע4ןימלעםלעלוןבז

This suggestion that hD indicates the place where the people inter

rupted the psalm with “ Blessed be God forever,” just as in the church

usage the Amen of the people follows the last words of the gloria, “ is

now and ever shall be , world without end,” is in accordance with the

meaning we have already determined from the Palestinian tradition .

17. We have now gained a meaning which reconciles the Pales

tinian Hebrew with the Hellenistic Greek traditions. The Hellenistic

tradition is as to the form of the abo indicating a change or inter

ruption of some kind in the singing or reciting. The Palestinian

tradition indicates the contents of the 750, the reciting by a respon

sive voice or voices of the formula of the benediction or doxology,

closing with “ for ever ” or “ for ever and ever.” And these corre

spond with the results as obtained by an inductive study of the uses

of Selah in the Psalter itself, and of the psalms in which it is used

studied by their titles . The meaning is a natural one . For just as in

Christian usage the gloria resounds after every psalm and canticle

or section of a psalm or canticle used for liturgical purposes, just

so in ancient Hebrew usage a benediction or doxology was sung after

every psalm and section of a psalm which for any liturgical reason

was separated from a section which followed. The view which I now

advocate is not that wherever 150 is used, the psalm was always

interrupted by a doxology, but that it might be so interrupted when

such extract was made for any liturgical purpose.

18. We now have to consider the etymology of the word and

explain its form . is the Massoretic pointing. It is suggested-

by Jacob that this pointing indicates a Ori 133 of the Palestinian

tradition ( ZATW., 1896 , p . 173 ) . This is quite possible. The

Hexapla has 50, oel . This favors the opinion that the it does not

belong to the stem .

The normal forms from this stem would be 790, 5D. The pointing

Itללס. might be the cohortative imperative of

.Ewald, Heb)הָרָהforהָרֶהis explained after the analogy ofהָלֶס

ללו
6

Sprachl., 549 . König, Lehrgebäude ii . 1. 539). "550 means “ to

lift up, pile , heap, ' usually of a highway ; but Ps. 68. is with Well

hausen to be interpreted in accordance with the parallelism ,

Sing unto God , make melody unto His name ,

Lift up a benediction to him that rideth in the deserts ; 1

In Yah consists His name , therefore exult ye before Him .

1 Wellh.: “ Make music to Him who drives over deserts."
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הלס

So in the Polel of Pr. 4818 “ exalt her (Wisdom ) and she will pro

mote thee." If we may follow these two examples, we may think of

abd as imperative cohortative = ' lift up a benediction or doxology.''

In this case the etymology corresponds with the usage and with both

lines of tradition , and the whole case of abo harmonizes in a very

simple and natural explanation .

I have refrained in this inductive study from the use of modern

authorities , not because I do not value them and have not been

helped by them , but for the simple reasons ( 1 ) that I wished to make

a purely inductive study and ( 2 ) because I wished to use as little

space as possible . If I have been led to a view which seems to me

to solve the problem, I have been helped positively and negatively by

my predecessors in reaching it .
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